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2015 is the new era of the local government debt scale management reform: The 
central government takes strict actions to control local government debt scale and debt 
structure, and officially start the local debt quota management．All those actions are 
based on the idea of dominating the debt scale, so it is of great importance to identify 
the risk of local government debt and figure of the modest scale. 
This article is discussed from all the aspects: Identify the concept of local 
government debt, classing and comparing the result with other information, make 
comparison with basic KMV model, and assort government debt．What’s more, we 
analyze the debt situation of local government, including the increasing scale and the 
unbalanced structure．Then we reconstruct the KMV model from a different aspect: a 
debt transfer from the public pool．That means Center government will and have to 
transfer the overload debt from the local government to public pool – the savings of 
local residents．And we measure the government modest and maximum debt scale with 
a given debt default probability based on different index．Also we take contingent 
liabilities into consideration when calculating the real local government debt, and make 
comparison with the modest and maximum debt scale to measure the default 
probability．At last we discuss whether the sixteen trillion debt limit is reasonable or 
not based on the calculating results．According to the empirical results, we conclude 
the total scale of local government debt is under control, with obvious local 
difference．The transfer of debt can improve the total debt scale and reduce the gap 
between east-central-west regions, sixteen trillion debt limit is reasonable．So we put 
forward suggestions: deal with the stock and incremental issues; enhance the ability to 
repay debt; improve transfer payment system; strengthen the construction of 
government credit. 
There are three innovation points in this paper: The first is using the public-pool 
debt translatable KMV model to measure the local government debt scale; the second 















transfer payment; the third is considering contingent liabilities and calculating it into 
local debt to repay. 
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融资。截止至 2014 年年底，经过清理核实公布的 2014 年中国地方政府负有偿还
义务的债务规模为 15.4 万亿元，或有债务规模为 8.6 万亿元，共计 24 万亿元1，
而 2014 年国内生产总值为 63.59 万亿元，由此可见地方政府负债规模已然非常
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